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(Piano Solo Songbook). 15 Disney favorites arranged for classical piano: Beauty and the Beast *
Can You Feel the Love Tonight * Chim Chim Cher-ee * Colors of the Wind * A Dream Is a Wish
Your Heart Makes * God Help the Outcasts * I'm Late * It's a Small World * Little April Shower *
Once upon a Dream * Scales and Arpeggios * The Second Star to the Right * So This Is Love
(The Cinderella Waltz) * Under the Sea * You'll Be in My Heart.

Published in the ‘Listener's Companion’ series, which is intended to ‘give readers a deeper
understanding of pivotal musical genres and ... iconic composers and performers,’ this volume
offers historical background and somewhat sentimental, literary-styled stories. On the plus side,
the book is comprehensive. All the genres are covered, and major violin composers are well
represented. The book's organization is logical, as are the subsections within the
chapters. . . .Summing Up: Recommended. . . . .Lower- and upper-division undergraduates;
general readers. ― ChoiceViolinist and scholar, Professor Sciannameo invites readers into the
world of the violin concerto, tracing its history from The Four Seasons tothe pillars of modernism
such as the Berg and Bartók, Stravinsky, Shostakovich and Prokofiev, Szymanowski and
Martinu concertos. He also explores the stories of the composers who wrote these celebrated
masterpieces, and the virtuosi who performed them. Sciannameo allows the reader to truly
experience these fabled works by evoking the era and circumstances surrounding their genesis.
― StringendoAbout the AuthorFranco Sciannameo is professor and associate dean for
Interdisciplinary Initiatives in the College of Fine Arts at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh,
PA. He is the author of Nino Rota, Federico Fellini and the Making of an Italian Cinematic Folk
Opera: Amarcord (2005); Giuseppe Mazzini's Philosophy of Music: Envisioning a Social Opera
(1836) (2005); Nino Rota's The Godfather Trilogy (2010), and Phil Trajetta (1777-1854), Patriot,
Musician, Immigrant (2010)
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Disney characters and artwork © Disney Enterprises, Inc.7777 W. Bluemound Rd. P.O. Box
13819 Milwaukee, WI 53213In Australia Contact:Hal Leonard Australia Pty. Ltd.4 Lentara
CourtCheltenham, Victoria, 3192 AustraliaEmail: ausadmin@halleonard.com.auFor all works
contained herein:Unauthorized copying, arranging, adapting, recording, Internet posting,public
performance, or other distribution of the printed or recorded musicin this publication is an
infringement of copyright.Infringers are liable under the law.Visit Hal Leonard Online
atContentsBeauty And The BeastCan You Feel The Love TonightChim Chim Cher-eeGod Help
The OutcastsColors Of The WindA Dream Is A WishYour Heart MakesI’m LateIt’s A Small
WorldLittle April ShowerThe Second Star To The RightOnce Upon A DreamScales And
ArpeggiosSo This Is LoveYou’ll Be In My HeartUnder The SeaPREFACEMusic is an inseparable
part of the magic that is Disney. These wonderful songs have charmed the young and young-at-
heart for generations.Classical models influenced all of the arrangements in this collection. In
some cases, direct quotations from the referenced works are used.Phillip KeverenBeauty and
the BeastArrangement inspired by Rachmaninoff, especially “Prelude in G-sharp minor, Op. 32,
No. 12.” The opening right hand figure comes from the Rachmaninoff model. This pattern needs
to be a light and airy underpinning for the sweeping melody in the left hand.Can You Feel the
Love TonightArrangement inspired by Edward MacDowell’s “To a Wild Rose.” This setting quotes
MacDowell’s theme in the introduction, then morphs into Elton John’s melody.Chim Chim Cher-
eeArrangement inspired by Chopin’s waltzes. Chopin’s writing has influenced many composers,
and his pianistic voice can be heard throughout this setting.Colors of the WindArrangement
inspired by Debussy’s “Arabesque #1.” The impressionistic spirit of Debussy’s piano writing
infuses this setting.A Dream Is a Wish Your Heart MakesArrangement inspired by Schumann’s
Album for the Young, especially “Trällerliedchen.” The signature voicings of Schumann’s piano
writing can be heard from the outset.God Help the OutcastsArrangement inspired by Erik Satie’s
“Gymnopédie.” The simple accompaniment pattern is reminiscent of Satie’s beautiful
composition.I’m LateArrangement inspired by Khachaturian’s “Toccata.” The aggressive energy
of Khachaturian’s crowd-pleaser propels this arrangement.It’s a Small WorldArrangement
inspired by Beethoven’s “Marcia alla Turca.” The thick harmonic textures and crisp rhythms used
in this arrangement are characteristic of Beethoven’s masterpiece.Little April
ShowerArrangement inspired by Kabalevsky. Myriad Kabalevsky piano works provide the
stylistic elements for this setting.Once Upon a DreamSong based on Tchaikovsky’s “Sleeping
Beauty Waltz,” arrangement inspired by Tchaikovsky. It seems only fitting to remain in
Tchaikovsky’s musical language since the popular song is based on his theme.Scales and
ArpeggiosArrangement inspired by Mozart. An Alberti bass sets up the Mozartian feel right from
the start.The Second Star to the RightArrangement inspired by Debussy’s “Rêverie.” The left
hand accompaniment pattern immediately sets up the Debussy reference. You might find a little
Gershwin influence in this setting as well (see measures 16–19).So This Is Love (The Cinderella



Waltz)Arrangement inspired by Schubert’s “Impromptu, Opus 90, No. 2.” Schubert’s influence
can be heard especially beginning in measure 31 with the descending triplet figures.Under the
SeaArrangement inspired by Scott Joplin. Ragtime and Sebastian the crab are a match made in
heaven… or at sea, perhaps.You’ll Be in My HeartArrangement inspired by Isaac Albéniz’s
“Tango (España)” and Astor Piazzolla. I recently arranged a collection of Astor Piazzolla’s tango
compositions, so I could not resist exploring this stylistic avenue!BIOGRAPHYPhillip Keveren, a
multi-talented keyboard artist and composer, has composed original works in a variety of genres
from piano solo to symphonic orchestra. Mr. Keveren gives frequent concerts and workshops for
teachers and their students in the United States, Canada, Europe, and Asia. Mr. Keveren holds a
B.M. in composition from California State University Northridge and a M.M. in composition from
the University of Southern California.BEAUTY AND THE BEASTfrom Walt Disney’s BEAUTY
AND THE BEASTLyrics by HOWARD ASHMANMusic by ALAN MENKENArranged by Phillip
Keveren© 1991 Walt Disney Music Company and Wonderland Music Company, Inc.This
arrangement © 2008 Walt Disney Music Company and Wonderland Music Company, Inc.All
Rights Reserved Used by Permission CAN YOU FEEL THE LOVE TONIGHTfrom Walt
Disney Pictures’ THE LION KINGMusic by ELTON JOHNLyrics by TIM RICEArranged by Phillip
Keveren© 1994 Wonderland Music Company, Inc.This arrangement © 2008 Wonderland Music
Company, Inc.All Rights Reserved Used by PermissionCHIM CHIM CHER-EEfrom Walt
Disney’s MARY POPPINSWords and Music by RICHARD M. SHERMANand ROBERT B.
SHERMANArranged by Phillip Keveren© 1963 Wonderland Music Company, Inc.Copyright
RenewedThis arrangement © 2008 Wonderland Music Company, Inc.All Rights Reserved
Used by Permission Disney characters and artwork © Disney Enterprises, Inc.7777 W.
Bluemound Rd. P.O. Box 13819 Milwaukee, WI 53213In Australia Contact:Hal Leonard
Australia Pty. Ltd.4 Lentara CourtCheltenham, Victoria, 3192 AustraliaEmail:
ausadmin@halleonard.com.auFor all works contained herein:Unauthorized copying, arranging,
adapting, recording, Internet posting,public performance, or other distribution of the printed or
recorded musicin this publication is an infringement of copyright.Infringers are liable under the
law.Visit Hal Leonard Online atDisney characters and artwork © Disney Enterprises, Inc.ISBN
978-1-4950-3332-27777 W. Bluemound Rd. P.O. Box 13819 Milwaukee, WI 532137777 W.
Bluemound Rd. P.O. Box 13819 Milwaukee, WI 53213In Australia Contact:Hal Leonard
Australia Pty. Ltd.4 Lentara CourtCheltenham, Victoria, 3192 AustraliaEmail:
ausadmin@halleonard.com.auFor all works contained herein:Unauthorized copying, arranging,
adapting, recording, Internet posting,public performance, or other distribution of the printed or
recorded musicin this publication is an infringement of copyright.Infringers are liable under the
law.Visit Hal Leonard Online atContentsBeauty And The BeastCan You Feel The Love
TonightChim Chim Cher-eeGod Help The OutcastsColors Of The WindA Dream Is A WishYour
Heart MakesI’m LateIt’s A Small WorldLittle April ShowerThe Second Star To The RightOnce
Upon A DreamScales And ArpeggiosSo This Is LoveYou’ll Be In My HeartUnder The
SeaContentsBeauty And The BeastCan You Feel The Love TonightChim Chim Cher-eeGod



Help The OutcastsColors Of The WindA Dream Is A WishYour Heart MakesI’m LateIt’s A Small
WorldLittle April ShowerThe Second Star To The RightOnce Upon A DreamScales And
ArpeggiosSo This Is LoveYou’ll Be In My HeartUnder The SeaPREFACEMusic is an inseparable
part of the magic that is Disney. These wonderful songs have charmed the young and young-at-
heart for generations.Classical models influenced all of the arrangements in this collection. In
some cases, direct quotations from the referenced works are used.Phillip KeverenBeauty and
the BeastArrangement inspired by Rachmaninoff, especially “Prelude in G-sharp minor, Op. 32,
No. 12.” The opening right hand figure comes from the Rachmaninoff model. This pattern needs
to be a light and airy underpinning for the sweeping melody in the left hand.Can You Feel the
Love TonightArrangement inspired by Edward MacDowell’s “To a Wild Rose.” This setting quotes
MacDowell’s theme in the introduction, then morphs into Elton John’s melody.Chim Chim Cher-
eeArrangement inspired by Chopin’s waltzes. Chopin’s writing has influenced many composers,
and his pianistic voice can be heard throughout this setting.Colors of the WindArrangement
inspired by Debussy’s “Arabesque #1.” The impressionistic spirit of Debussy’s piano writing
infuses this setting.A Dream Is a Wish Your Heart MakesArrangement inspired by Schumann’s
Album for the Young, especially “Trällerliedchen.” The signature voicings of Schumann’s piano
writing can be heard from the outset.God Help the OutcastsArrangement inspired by Erik Satie’s
“Gymnopédie.” The simple accompaniment pattern is reminiscent of Satie’s beautiful
composition.I’m LateArrangement inspired by Khachaturian’s “Toccata.” The aggressive energy
of Khachaturian’s crowd-pleaser propels this arrangement.It’s a Small WorldArrangement
inspired by Beethoven’s “Marcia alla Turca.” The thick harmonic textures and crisp rhythms used
in this arrangement are characteristic of Beethoven’s masterpiece.Little April
ShowerArrangement inspired by Kabalevsky. Myriad Kabalevsky piano works provide the
stylistic elements for this setting.Once Upon a DreamSong based on Tchaikovsky’s “Sleeping
Beauty Waltz,” arrangement inspired by Tchaikovsky. It seems only fitting to remain in
Tchaikovsky’s musical language since the popular song is based on his theme.Scales and
ArpeggiosArrangement inspired by Mozart. An Alberti bass sets up the Mozartian feel right from
the start.The Second Star to the RightArrangement inspired by Debussy’s “Rêverie.” The left
hand accompaniment pattern immediately sets up the Debussy reference. You might find a little
Gershwin influence in this setting as well (see measures 16–19).So This Is Love (The Cinderella
Waltz)Arrangement inspired by Schubert’s “Impromptu, Opus 90, No. 2.” Schubert’s influence
can be heard especially beginning in measure 31 with the descending triplet figures.Under the
SeaArrangement inspired by Scott Joplin. Ragtime and Sebastian the crab are a match made in
heaven… or at sea, perhaps.You’ll Be in My HeartArrangement inspired by Isaac Albéniz’s
“Tango (España)” and Astor Piazzolla. I recently arranged a collection of Astor Piazzolla’s tango
compositions, so I could not resist exploring this stylistic avenue!BIOGRAPHYPhillip Keveren, a
multi-talented keyboard artist and composer, has composed original works in a variety of genres
from piano solo to symphonic orchestra. Mr. Keveren gives frequent concerts and workshops for
teachers and their students in the United States, Canada, Europe, and Asia. Mr. Keveren holds a



B.M. in composition from California State University Northridge and a M.M. in composition from
the University of Southern California.PREFACEMusic is an inseparable part of the magic that is
Disney. These wonderful songs have charmed the young and young-at-heart for
generations.Classical models influenced all of the arrangements in this collection. In some
cases, direct quotations from the referenced works are used.Phillip KeverenBeauty and the
BeastArrangement inspired by Rachmaninoff, especially “Prelude in G-sharp minor, Op. 32, No.
12.” The opening right hand figure comes from the Rachmaninoff model. This pattern needs to
be a light and airy underpinning for the sweeping melody in the left hand.Can You Feel the Love
TonightArrangement inspired by Edward MacDowell’s “To a Wild Rose.” This setting quotes
MacDowell’s theme in the introduction, then morphs into Elton John’s melody.Chim Chim Cher-
eeArrangement inspired by Chopin’s waltzes. Chopin’s writing has influenced many composers,
and his pianistic voice can be heard throughout this setting.Colors of the WindArrangement
inspired by Debussy’s “Arabesque #1.” The impressionistic spirit of Debussy’s piano writing
infuses this setting.A Dream Is a Wish Your Heart MakesArrangement inspired by Schumann’s
Album for the Young, especially “Trällerliedchen.” The signature voicings of Schumann’s piano
writing can be heard from the outset.God Help the OutcastsArrangement inspired by Erik Satie’s
“Gymnopédie.” The simple accompaniment pattern is reminiscent of Satie’s beautiful
composition.I’m LateArrangement inspired by Khachaturian’s “Toccata.” The aggressive energy
of Khachaturian’s crowd-pleaser propels this arrangement.It’s a Small WorldArrangement
inspired by Beethoven’s “Marcia alla Turca.” The thick harmonic textures and crisp rhythms used
in this arrangement are characteristic of Beethoven’s masterpiece.Little April
ShowerArrangement inspired by Kabalevsky. Myriad Kabalevsky piano works provide the
stylistic elements for this setting.Once Upon a DreamSong based on Tchaikovsky’s “Sleeping
Beauty Waltz,” arrangement inspired by Tchaikovsky. It seems only fitting to remain in
Tchaikovsky’s musical language since the popular song is based on his theme.Scales and
ArpeggiosArrangement inspired by Mozart. An Alberti bass sets up the Mozartian feel right from
the start.The Second Star to the RightArrangement inspired by Debussy’s “Rêverie.” The left
hand accompaniment pattern immediately sets up the Debussy reference. You might find a little
Gershwin influence in this setting as well (see measures 16–19).So This Is Love (The Cinderella
Waltz)Arrangement inspired by Schubert’s “Impromptu, Opus 90, No. 2.” Schubert’s influence
can be heard especially beginning in measure 31 with the descending triplet figures.Under the
SeaArrangement inspired by Scott Joplin. Ragtime and Sebastian the crab are a match made in
heaven… or at sea, perhaps.You’ll Be in My HeartArrangement inspired by Isaac Albéniz’s
“Tango (España)” and Astor Piazzolla. I recently arranged a collection of Astor Piazzolla’s tango
compositions, so I could not resist exploring this stylistic avenue!BIOGRAPHYPhillip Keveren, a
multi-talented keyboard artist and composer, has composed original works in a variety of genres
from piano solo to symphonic orchestra. Mr. Keveren gives frequent concerts and workshops for
teachers and their students in the United States, Canada, Europe, and Asia. Mr. Keveren holds a
B.M. in composition from California State University Northridge and a M.M. in composition from



the University of Southern California.BEAUTY AND THE BEASTfrom Walt Disney’s BEAUTY
AND THE BEASTLyrics by HOWARD ASHMANMusic by ALAN MENKENArranged by Phillip
Keveren© 1991 Walt Disney Music Company and Wonderland Music Company, Inc.This
arrangement © 2008 Walt Disney Music Company and Wonderland Music Company, Inc.All
Rights Reserved Used by Permission BEAUTY AND THE BEASTfrom Walt Disney’s BEAUTY
AND THE BEASTLyrics by HOWARD ASHMANMusic by ALAN MENKENArranged by Phillip
Keveren© 1991 Walt Disney Music Company and Wonderland Music Company, Inc.This
arrangement © 2008 Walt Disney Music Company and Wonderland Music Company, Inc.All
Rights Reserved Used by Permission CAN YOU FEEL THE LOVE TONIGHTfrom Walt
Disney Pictures’ THE LION KINGMusic by ELTON JOHNLyrics by TIM RICEArranged by Phillip
Keveren© 1994 Wonderland Music Company, Inc.This arrangement © 2008 Wonderland Music
Company, Inc.All Rights Reserved Used by PermissionCAN YOU FEEL THE LOVE
TONIGHTfrom Walt Disney Pictures’ THE LION KINGMusic by ELTON JOHNLyrics by TIM
RICEArranged by Phillip Keveren© 1994 Wonderland Music Company, Inc.This arrangement ©
2008 Wonderland Music Company, Inc.All Rights Reserved Used by PermissionCHIM CHIM
CHER-EEfrom Walt Disney’s MARY POPPINSWords and Music by RICHARD M.
SHERMANand ROBERT B. SHERMANArranged by Phillip Keveren© 1963 Wonderland Music
Company, Inc.Copyright RenewedThis arrangement © 2008 Wonderland Music Company,
Inc.All Rights Reserved Used by Permission CHIM CHIM CHER-EEfrom Walt Disney’s
MARY POPPINSWords and Music by RICHARD M. SHERMANand ROBERT B.
SHERMANArranged by Phillip Keveren© 1963 Wonderland Music Company, Inc.Copyright
RenewedThis arrangement © 2008 Wonderland Music Company, Inc.All Rights Reserved
Used by Permission      
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April T., “I love arrangements for piano that combine classical with contemporary. I love
arrangements for piano that combine classical with contemporary. I've seen some poorly done
arrangements, but in my opinion, there are none in this collection. Of course, some of the pieces
I prefer more than others, but that is mostly due to the fact that I am not familiar with 100% of the
Disney songs in this collection.The arrangement of The Colors of the Wind is beyond gorgeous.
Definitely my favorite out of all of them. :)Also, I would agree that while most of the songs in this
collection are at intermediate level, there are a few that are fairly easy to play (and a few others
that are more challenging) -- so there is a little variation among the arrangements in terms of
difficulty level, but not to any extremes. As an advanced pianist, this is a book that I was able to
pick up and sight-read the majority of the songs fairly well the first time through, although "fairly
well" to me means being correct with notes/timing about 85% of the time, and not worrying (on
the first read-through) about dynamics, etc.”

AMPak, “Super fun to play. Really fun arrangements of some amazing Disney songs. I took years
of classical piano lessons and enjoy that each of these are written in the style of a classical
composer.”

Dubtub, “Growing on me. I wasn't crazy about these arrangements at first like his other books
but their growing on me. One of the songs he copped part of a classical piece which I didn't like.
But I appreciate that he was trying something different. He arranges gorgeous stuff and I'm very
pleased with his other books.”

Renee, “Beautiful Arrangements. I have been playing classical piano for 16 years and as a
Disney music lover, this book is perfect for me. The arrangements can be somewhat challenging
but are a completely unique take on the classic Disney songs. These arrangements have so
many intricate details that set them aside from the more basic arrangements that I love. I cannot
recommend this book enough to the advanced pianist!”

Ebook Library Reader, “excellent book. A REALLY wonderful buy! I'm an advanced intermediate
or early advanced pianist, and found most of the songs at a good level--easily playable, with a
few challenging bits. The introduction of classical themes into the music is beautifully done.”

lachewie, “Great, but harder than expected. I was excited for the songs and the more
challenging versions of them when I bought the book. I did the whole "look inside" and felt what
they showed was totally doable. However, once I got the book it was clear that I totally
overestimated my talents. So great book but I'm fairly sure I won't be able to play these songs
properly anytime soon.”



Lizi, “Brilliant book. So clever to encorporate popular classical pieces with Disney tunes. Brilliant
stuff! Content is not for the faint hearted but gives satisfaction when you've achieved it.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Lovely book, except I didn't realise it was for .... Lovely book, except I
didn't realise it was for advanced piano players, so I actually had to buy a different one too.”

Ebook Library shopper, “Arranged beautifully. Piano level: late intermediate/ early
advancedSong list:1. Beauty and the beast2. Can you feel the love tonight3. Chim Chim cher-
ee4. Colours of the wind5. A dream is a wish your heart makes6. God help the outcasts7. I'm
late8. It's a small world9. Little April showers10. Once upon a dream11. Scales and arpeggios12.
The second star to the right13. So this is love14. Under the sea15. You'll be in my heart”

Aimee, “Good for an advanced player. Nice arrangements for an advanced player. I can play
level 8 royal conservatory and find the arrangements are a challenge but not extremely difficult
to play.”

The book by Phillip Keveren has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 149 people have provided feedback.

Beauty And The Beast Can You Feel The Love Tonight Chim Chim Cher-ee God Help The
Outcasts Colors Of The Wind A Dream Is A Wish Your Heart Makes I’m Late It’s A Small World
Little April Shower The Second Star To The Right Once Upon A Dream Scales And Arpeggios
So This Is Love You’ll Be In My Heart Under The Sea
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